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Arthur Nicolson, noting Sazonov's suggestion to Buchanan
quoted above, wrote to Sir Edward Grey at Itchen Abbas:
I think that the only hope of avoiding a general conflict
would be . . , that you should telegraph to Berlin, Paris,
Rome, asking that they shall authorise their Ambassadors
here to join you in a Conference to endeavour to find an
issue to prevent complications and that abstention on all
sides from active military operations should be requested
of Vienna, Serbia, and St. Petersburg pending results of
conference.57
Grey at once approved, and on July 26, at 3 P. M.,
this proposal for a Conference of Ambassadors of the four
Powers was dispatched to Paris, Berlin and Rome. It was
also repeated to the British representatives at St. Peters-
burg, Nish and Vienna with instructions to endeavor to
prevent active military operations pending the results of a
Conference, as soon as they had received similar instruc-
tions from their Italian, French and German colleagues.58
This proposal for a Conference of Ambassadors at Lon-
don at first sight seemed a good one and was certainly made
with sincerity. A similar Conference of Ambassadors at
London under Sir Edward Grey's leadership had functioned
successfully during the Balkan Wars to prevent that can-
cerous trouble from spreading to the rest of Europe.
Incidentally, however, its decisions had exasperated the
authorities in Vienna and made the very word "Confer-
ence" anathema to them.59 But the Ambassadorial Con-
ference during the Balkan Wars was not quite the same
thing as that which Grey was now proposing. The London
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